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1. INTRODUCTION 
For any polynomial P of degree n we have the addition formula 
P(x +y) = i LY’ (P; x) yk; 
k=O 
(1.1) 
here it is clear, by Taylor’s expansion, that 
LF’(P; x) =; P(k)(X), (1.2) 
where Pck’(x) is the kth derivative of P(x). Much of the geometry of poly- 
nomials is concerned with the study of the zeros of the Lr’(P; x), i.e., the 
zeros of the derivatives of P, given more or less complete information on 
P itself (see, e.g., [6]). 
In [7], the operators L,(P; x) = Li2)(P; x) were studied; these are 
defined by 
1 P(x + @)I2 = i L$)(P; x) p, 
k=O 
382 
(1.3) 
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for polynomials P of degree n with only real zeros. A number of 
inequalities involving classical orthogonal polynomials were established in 
[7 3. It is easy to verify that 
(1.4) 
and this is - WP(x), the Wronskian operator which was studied in [2-4]. 
It is one purpose of this paper to show that the zeros of Lf'(P; x), for any 
k, have properties similar to those of WP(x). 
We note that for polynomials P with only real coefficients, we have 
In this case we can rewrite (1.3) as 
P(x+iy)P(x-iy)=,i Lp(P;x)y? 
k=O 
(1.5) 
This and (1.1) give rise to the following generalization. Fix an integer m > 1 
and let E, be a primitive 2mth root of unity, for example, E, = einlm. Now 
define the operators Lim)(P; x) by 
m-1 
n p(x-&Z+' y)= i JqyP;x)y"k. 
j=O k=O 
(1.6) 
It is easy to see that (1.1) and (1.5) are special cases, for m = 1 and m = 2, 
respectively. 
The main purpose of this paper is to derive results on the zeros of 
Lh?"(P; x) when P is a polynomial the zeros of which are all real and lie 
in the interval [ - 1, 11. In particular, the largest domain containing all 
zeros is found, and it is shown that it is best possible. Other results concern 
the zero distribution close to the real axis, and the case where the zeros of 
P(x) lie on or inside the unit circle. 
The final section deals with determinant representations of the special 
case JC$~'(P; x) and of a similar nonlinear differential operator. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
To simplify notation, we shall write Lim’ (P) = Lirn’ (P; x) if there is no 
danger of ambiguity. 
It is easy to see that the operators Lim) are nonlinear for m 2 2. However, 
the product rule of ordinary differentiation has the following analogue. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If P and Q are polynomials, then 
LimI”‘(PQ)= 5 L,;“‘(P) Lll”_‘j(Q). 
j=O 
(2.1) 
ProoJ Let n, and n2 be the degrees of P and Q, respectively. Then 
n1+n2 m-l 
c L(km)(PQ)y”k= n P(x-~z+‘y)Q(x-&z+‘y) 
k=O j=O 
= k!. ( Lirn)(P) y”k I( T Lim,“‘(Q) ymk k=O 
= “y ( ; L,‘“‘(P) La-:(Q)) ymk. 
k=O j=O 
We obtain now (2.1) by equating coefficients of equal powers of y. 
Remark. By setting y = 0 in (1.6), we get 
Lb”‘(P) = [P(x)]“. (2.2) 
Now (2.1) with k= 1 gives 
L’;“‘(PQ) = [P(x)]” L;“‘(Q) + [Q(x)]” L;“‘(P); (2.3) 
this is obviously a generalization of the product rule of ordinary differentia- 
tion. 
For monomials P(x) = (x - IX)” it is quite easy to determine Li*)(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let m > 1 and n, k > 0 be integers, and u a complex 
constant. Then 
LJl”‘((x-a)“)= n 
0 
k (x - Cl)m(“-k), (2.4) 
where, as usual, (l) = 0 for k > n. 
Proof: With P(x) = (x-a)” we have 
m-l m-1 
n P(x-&;+‘y)= n (x-a-&;+ly) n 
j=O j=O 1 
= [(x-ct)*+y”]” 
Using (1.6) and comparing coefficients of ymk, we obtain (2.4). 
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The following representation is an important tool in the study of the 
zeros of Lkm)(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P(x) = (x - aI)(x - a2). . . . . (x-a,), where the 
aj are complex constants, not necessarily distinct. Then 
Lirn,“‘(P) = [P(x)]” c 
1 
(x - ag,)m . . .. . (x - aJm’ (2.5) 
where the sum is taken over all k-combinations (pl, . . . . pk) of { 1,2, . . . . n}. 
ProoJ From (2.1) we obtain by induction 
Lim)(P)= 1 L,!y’(x-a,). ... .Ljnm)(x-a,). 
jl+ +jn=k 
Q-6) 
By (2.4) we have Lb”)(x - aj) = (x - ai)“, L’,“‘(x - aj) = 1, and Lim’(x - aj) 
=0 for k > 2. After factoring out (x-c(i)” for j= 1, . . . . n, we therefore 
obtain (2.5). 
Remark. With a1 = . . ’ = a, = a we see that (2.4) is a special case of 
(2.5). Also, (2.5) can be restated as follows. Let 
P(x)=(x-a,)“‘. ... .(x--aV)“y, n,+ ... +n,=n. 
Then 
Li?(P) = [P(x)]” 
j,+.~jpzk(~:)’ ‘.. ‘(r:)(x-a,)W1. .f. e(x-atl,)miv’ 
This is an immediate consequence of (2.6). 
Finally in this section, we attempt to express the operators Lim) 
explicitly, as linear combinations of products ofjth derivatives. For m = 1, 
such an expression is given by (1.2). The case m = 2 will be a special case 
of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let k 2 0 and m 2 1 be integers, and P be a polyno- 
mial. Then 
LY”‘(P) = E (- l)k+j L,!“‘(P) L$T[“,(P). 
j=O 
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Proof: In (1.6) we replace y first by ein12”‘y and then by e~‘“‘2”‘y and 
multiply the two new equations together. Let n be the degree of P. Then 
2m-1 
jrlo p(x-c+‘Y) 
Q’(p)(e’“/2”y)“k I[ i @f)(p)(e-Wmy)mk k=O 1 
= k!o ( Lp (P) ikymk i LII”‘(P)( -i)k y”k k=O 
= f: [ 5 L;“)(p) i-jLGI(pj(-i)*-j] Ymk 
k=O j=O 
= i [ 5 L~m’(P)L~~j(P)(-l)‘](-i)*y”‘. 
k=O j=O 
On the other hand we have, again with (1.6), 
2m-1 
n P(x-E~~+ly)=k~oL~2m)(P)y2”1. 
j=O 
If we compare coefficients of equal powers of y, we obtain the result. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For polynomials P and integers k > 0 we have 
LL2)(P) = jgo ( -$;:* ( 2k) p(j)(x) p(zk -qx). 
J 
(2.7) 
This follows immediately from Proposition 2.4 and from (1.2). We 
remark that (2.7) was used to define the operators Li2’ in [7]. 
The expression (2.7) is easy to obtain by a different method: differentiate 
both sides of (1.5) 2k times with respect o y and evaluate at y = 0. Corre- 
spondingly, we obtain expressions for Lim’(P), m 2 3, by differentiating 
both sides of (1.6) mk times with respect to y. The left-hand side of (1.6) 
is differentiated with the help of the generalized product rule; hence multi- 
nomial coefficients will be involved. As an example, we derive an expression 
for Li3’ (P). 
PROFWITION 2.6. For polynomials P and integers k 2 0 we have 
Lf’(P) = c 
4, P, v) 
L!p!v! 
P’“‘(x) P’“‘(x) P”‘(X), (2.8) 
1 ;p<;v<=v3k 
. . 
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where 
1 if I=p=v=k; 
3 
4 PL, v) = 
if I=p#v or i#p=v; 
6 if I-~=v(mod3),A#~,A#v,~#v; 
-3 zf I & p (mod 3). 
Proof. We set E = exp(2rri/3); then (1.6) becomes 
P(x+&y)P(x+&*y)P(x+y)= i Li3’(P)y3k. 
k=O 
Now we fix a k, differentiate 3k times with respect o y, and set y = 0. Then 
the generalized product rule gives 
c o! E”+2”p(“)(x) f~(fl)(~) p”‘(x)= (Jk)! L?‘(p). A+p+v=3k ‘!@‘! (2.9) 
We consider 1, p, and v modulo 3. If A-p (mod 3), then v G p (mod 3) 
also, since A+p+v=O(mod3). But 1-p-v (mod3) implies I+2~=0 
(mod 3), and E’+~~= 1. This gives the first three cases of ~(1, p, v) 
(counting the permutations of {I, p, v}). The only remaining case occurs 
when I, p, and v are pairwise incongruent modulo 3. If we denote 
e(A, cl) = E*+~~, then e(0, 1) = e(l,2) = e(2,O) = s2 and e(O,2) = e(2, 1) = 
e( 1,0) = E. Hence given a triple {A, p, v} of pairwise incongruent numbers, 
we get, summing over the six permutations, a(& p, v) = 3s2 + 3s = - 3. This 
completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE. If k = 1, the only possible triples {A, p, v > in (2.8) are 
{QQ 31, (0, L2}, and { 1, 1, 1). Hence Proposition 2.6 gives 
Li3’(P) = f[P(x)12 P’“(x) - $P(x) P’(x) P”(X) + [P’(x)]3. 
3. ZEROS OF Lim)(P) 
In [2] it was shown that all the zeros of L’:‘(P) lie inside or on the unit 
circle if the zeros of P are all real and located in the interval [ - 1, 11. 
It is easy to extend this result to the operators L\“’ for m> 2. Indeed, 
if P(x)=(x-a,). ... .(x-an) with -l<a,< ... <a,<l, we have by 
cm 
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Then by Theorem (8, 1) in [6] we have L’;“’ (P; X) # 0 at any point x in the 
complex plane at which the closed interval [ - 1, l] subtends an angle of 
less than rc/m. For m = 2 this is the case for the exterior of the unit circle, 
by the ancient theorem of Thales. It is easy to verify that in general 
L’;“‘(P; x) # 0 if x is exterior to the set C, denoting the union of the two 
closed disks with radius l/sin(rc/m) and centered at &-i cot(n/m) (see also 
Fig. (8.2) in [6]). 
For general k > 1, a direct application of Theorem (8, 1) in [6] shows 
that the zeros of Limm)(P; x) lie in the set Ckm. The following result is in fact 
much stronger for k > 2; it shows that the maximum region containing all 
the zeros of Lim)(P; x) is independent of k. 
PROFQSITION 3.1. If all the zeros of the polynomial P are located in the 
interval [ - 1, 11, then for m 2 2 the zeros of Lim)(P; z) are located in the 
union of the two closed disks with radius l/sin(n/m) and centered at 
f i cot(rt/m). 
Proof: As usual, we write P(z)=(z-a,). . . . .(~-a~), -l<cr,< . . . < 
a,< 1. The case k=O is clear since, by (2.2), Lim)(P) = [P(z)]“. Now let 
k > 1. Fix m 2 2 and z E @. We want to show that, when z # C,, we have 
Li?(P; z) # 0 for k= 1, 2, . . . . (3.1) 
To do this, we first fix w E @. The aj, 1 <j < n, and the complex z and w 
uniquely determine n complex numbers fil, . . . . p, such that 
1 1 =-. 
(z-aj)m w--pi (3.2) 
in other words, 
/?j=w-(z-aj)m. (3.3) 
If z 4 C, then the closed interval [ - 1, 1 ] subtends an angle of less than 
n/m at z. Hence there is a y E [w such that for all j = 1, . . . . n, 
and consequently 
y < arg(z - aj) < y + rrfm, 
my < arg(z - c(i)” <my + Z. 
Therefore by (3.3), pl, . . . . /In lie strictly to one side of a straight line 
through w. Hence the convex hull H of the pj also lies strictly in the same 
half plane, and consequently w lies to the exterior of H. 
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Now with the representation (2.5) and with (3.2) and (1.2) we have 
LP'(P; z) = [P(z)]" c [(w- /!?,,) * . .. . (w- &,)] -' 
1 
= CP(z)l” ecw, Lk"(Q; w)
= CP(z)l” &, Q'"'(w); 
here Q is the manic polynomial having pi, . . . . 8, as zeros, and the sum is 
as in (2.5). Since w lies outside the convex hull H, the Gauss-Lucas 
theorem (see, e.g., [6, p. 221) shows that Q’(w) # 0 and also 
Q”(w) # 0, . . . . Qck’(w) # 0. H ence (3.1) holds, and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If all the zeros of the polynomial P are located on or 
inside the unit circle, then for m 2 2 the zeros of Lim,“’ (P; z) are located on or 
inside the circle of radius lfsin(rcj2m) centered at the origin. 
Proof: We only have to note that, by an easy geometric argument, 
the unit circle subtends an angle of less than x/m at z if and only if 
1 z I> l/sin(n/2m). The proof now is the same as that for Proposition 3.1. 
In the following section we shall see that Proposition 3.1 is in fact sharp. 
4. JACOBI POLYNOMIALS AND SHARPNESS 
It was shown in [2, cf. Remark following Theorem 2.61 that Proposi- 
tion 3.1 for m = 2 and k = 1 is sharp, in the sense that the zeros of 
L’,‘)(P; z) lie on the unit circle (i.e., the boundary of C,) when 
P(z)=f,,.(z)=(z-l)“(z+l)‘. (4.1) 
We shall see that in the general case the polynomials fp,“(z) are again 
extremal. 
The Jacobi polynomials Pp8)(x) are an important class of classical 
orthogonal polynomials (see, e.g., [ 1, Chap. 223). They are orthogonal on 
the interval [ - 1, l] and have weight function (1 -x)* (1 + x)~. Here we 
shall use the explicit expression 
which holds for c1> -1 and /I> -1. 
409/170/Z-7 
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LEMMA 4.1. For k<v and k<p we have 
Lp’(f,,,; z) = Cfp,&)l” 
r (z + ;;I I;- “Jk 
xpP-k+k) ( 
(Z+l)m+(Z-l)m 
) (z+ l)“-(z- 1)” ’ 
(4.3 1 
where fp," is defined by (4.1). 
ProofI With (2.1) and (2.4) we have 
Lpyfp,“)= 2 Lyq(z- l)“)Li?,((z+ 1)‘) 
j=O 
J(Z-l)~(Z+l)“lm k 
(22 - 1 yk ;. (;)(k;j) (z- l)“‘k--j) (z+ 1)“’ 
mr$o (y)(k:j) 
(z+l)” j 1 (Z+l)m-(Z-l)m . 
Now we set x= [(z+ l)m+ (z- l)“‘]/[(z+ l)“-(z- l)“]. Then 
x-l (z- 1)” x+1 (z + 1)” -= -= 
2 (z+l)rn-(Z-1l)m 2 (z+l)rn-(Z-1l)m 
and (4.3) follows immediately from (4.2). 
An important special case of the Jacobi polynomials are the Legendre 
polynomials Pk (z) = Pp”) (z). Hence with p = v = k we get the following. 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
It follows from the theory of orthogonal polynomials that all the zeros 
of the Jacobi polynomials are real and lie between - 1 and 1; various 
asymptotic formulas are known (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 7871). This can be used to 
determine the zeros of Li”‘)(fp,y), via (4.3). First we note that, by (4.3), 
Lim,m)(fp,y) has a (p-k) m fold zero at 1 and a (v-k) m fold zero at - 1. 
We call these the “trivial zeros.” 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. The nontrivial zeros of Lim’(f,,,) lie on circles that 
pass through z = - 1 and z = 1 in such a way that each circular arc 
connecting - 1 and 1 contains either no zero or k zeros. All these zeros lie 
in the set C, (see Section 3), and the two limiting arcs of C, contain exactly 
k zeros each. Furthermore, if k is odd then exactly k zeros are located in the 
interval (- 1, 1). 
Proof By (4.3), the nontrivial zeros of L~m)(fp,,) are exactly those of 
pp-k-k) (x), where 
(Z+l)m+(Z-l)m 
X=(Z+l)m-(Z-l)m. 
This is equivalent to 
z+l m ( ) 1+x - =-- z-l l-x 
which has the roots 
z+l - = &*j+ ‘g(x), 
z-l 
j=O, 1, . . . . m- 1, 
where E = einm and g(x) = [ (1 + x)/( 1 - x)] rlrn is the positive real mth root. 
Further we have 
z=z(x)= - 
1 + &a+ ‘g(x) . 
1 -&q+lg(x)’ 
this is a Mobius transformation composed with a bijection from [ - 1, 1) to 
[0, co). Hence for each j the interval [ - 1,1) is mapped into part of a 
circle or straight line in the z-plane. We note that 
z(-l)= -1, lim z(x) = 1, 
x-l 
1 +$i+l 
z(O)= -1-e2j+,=-i 
[ 
sin(n(2~~+ 1)lrn) + cot(42j + 1 )/ml 1 . (4.4) 
These three points determine circles passing through - 1 and 1, except in 
the case where m is odd and i = (m - 1)/2 when we get a straight line (the 
x-axis). We have the extreme cases j= 0 and j= m - 1; here we get the 
circles that bound the set C,. Finally, each arc determined by (4.4) 
contains exactly k zeros since the mapping from (- 1, 1) to this arc is 
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one-to-one and Pp - k, ’ ~ k, has exactly k distinct zeros, located in ( - 1, 1). 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. (a) Proposition 4.3 shows that Proposition 3.1 is sharp. 
(b) The circles in Proposition 4.3 are easy to determine explicitly; 
in fact, they have radius l/l sin(rt(2j+ l)/m)l and are centered at 
-i cot(rr(2j + 1 )/m). This follows from (4.4). 
5. ZEROS CLOSE TO THE REAL AXIS 
It is clear from (2.5) that Lim)(P) has no real zeros if m is even and if 
P has only real zeros. This suggests the question as to the minimum 
distance of the zeros of L:“‘)(P) from the real axis. For the case k = 1, m = 2 
this question was answered in [2]. 
Let P(z)=(z-a,). ... .(~-a~) with -1 <a,<~,< ... <CC,< 1, and 
d=min{aj+l-ajIj=l,..., n - l}. Then L;*)(P) has no zeros in the strip 
IImzI <dfi/4. 
In this section we shall generalize this result to all k and all even m. 
We introduce the following notation. For j = 1, . . . . n - 1, let D,,, be the 
intersection of the two open disks of radius (aj+ i - uj)/(2 sin(rc/m)) and 
centered at 
aj+l+aj+i@j++‘-ajcot 14. 
2- 2 0 m ’ 
We note that D,,j consists of the interior of two “flat” circular arcs that 
intersect at aj and aj + 1. Also, the interval [aj, aj+ i] subtends an angle y 
with ~-n/m < y < n at any point z E D,s j, (See also the remarks at the 
beginning of Section 3.) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let P(z) be as above, and let m 3 2 be an even 
and k 3 1 an arbitrary integer. Then Li”)(P) has no zero in D,, j, 
j= 1,2, . . . . n- 1. 
Proof: We use again the method of proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
As in those cases we have Lp)(P; z) #O if we can show that all the 
(z - aj)“, j = 1, . . . . n, lie strictly to one side of a straight line through the 
origin. 
Fix an index j, 1 <j< n - 1. Suppose that z E D,,j and denote 
Oi = arg(z - ai), i = 1, . . . . n. We may restrict our attention to the case where 
z lies in the upper half plane. Then 
o<o,< ... <Bj<ej+*< ... <8,<72. 
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If we denote g=Oj and n-b=Oj+,, then we get 
0 < arg(z - ai)m <mu, l<i<j, 
and 
rnx - m/? 6 arg(z - IX~)~ < mx, j+l<i<n, 
so that for even m we have (modulo 27c), 
-rnfi < arg(z - a,)m < ma, 1 <i<n. 
Finally, since z E D,, j we have a + /? < x/m; this shows that the arg(z - OZ,.)~ 
lie in an interval of length less than rc, and we are done. 
Remarks. (a) It is clear from the proof that Proposition 5.1 also holds 
when P has multiple zeros such that at least two zeros are distinct. 
(b) The proof of Proposition 4.3 shows that when m is even, then 
~!,~~~(f~,~) has zeros on the boundary of D,, , . Hence Proposition 5.1 is 
sharp. 
Now we.are going to show that the zeros of Lim’(P) cannot lie too close 
to those of P. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let P(z)=(z-LX,). ... .(z-a,J with -l<a,< 
<a,<l,undd=min{aj+,-ajIj=l,...,n-1). ThenLim’(P)with 
;;,“m;z (1,2) h as no zeros inside the circles with radius dx/2km and 
centered at aj, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof: We fix a j, 1 <j < n. It is easy to see that we can rewrite (2.5) as 
(5.1) 
where 
4~ ,,...,r*-~;z)=(z-a,)-“+~~(z-a,)-m; 
Y 
(5.2) 
here the first sum is taken over all (k - l)-combinations of { 1,2, . . . . n} \ 
{j}, and the second sum over all v E { 1, . . . . n} \ { j, p, , . . . . pk _. , } . 
Let C be the open disk with radius dn/tkm and centered at aj, and D the 
intersection of the two open disks of radius d/sin(lr/km) and centered at 
ajk id cot(n/km). The domain D is similar in shape to the D,,j defined at 
the beginning of this section; it consists of the interior of two circular arcs 
that intersect at aj- d and uj + d. It has the property that the interval 
[aj- d, aj+ d] subtends an angle y with ~-x/km < y <n at any point 
ZED. 
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We now show that the disk C lies inside D. Indeed, let h be half the 
largest “width” of D (it occurs at Re z = ~1,). Then we have, with 0 = x/km, 
h=-+&- dcot O=d l-case 
sin 8 
Bd($-;),/(&ff+&)>; 
if 8 < ,/%; but this last condition holds since km 2 4 and therefore 0 < n/4. 
Hence C (with radius dO/2) lies insides D. 
Next we consider the terms A(pi, . . . . pk _ i ; z) from (5.2). Let 2 = z - OZj; 
then 
s:= ~(z-cgm <c IZ-fx”I-m 
Y Y 
<k;l (Iz”-kdl-“+ Iz”+kdl-“), 
where the first two sums are taken over all v E { 1, . . . . rr } \ {j, p,, . . . . . & _ i }. 
If z E C then 1 z” I < rd, where r = n/2km. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that Re(Z) < 0. Then 
IZ-kdl-“<(kd)p” for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
and Iz”+kdl>(k-r)dwhichimplies 
for k 2 2, 
for k= 1, 
so that 
S< [d(l-r)lpm+2 f (kd)-” 
k=l 
<d-” m+2 5 k-2 
k=l 1 
here we used the fact that r = rr/2km < r$3. Finally, since m 3 2 we have 
S-cd-” $ m. 
( > 
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On the other hand, 
I(Z-Ctj)pmI >d-“3~“‘. (5.4) 
Next we are going to show that the terms in (5.2), for a fixed z E C and 
for all (k - 1)-combinations of { 1, . . . . n}\{j}, subtend an angle of less than 
x/k at the origin. Indeed, in (5.2) we see that half this angle is less than or 
equal to /I defined by 
With (5.3) and (5.4) and using r < 7~18, we get 
and using the estimate sin /I 2 2/I/n (fl< n/2), we obtain /I < x/2k which 
proves the claim. 
To complete the proof we note that, as in the proof of Proposition 5.1, 
there are u and /I with M+ p < x/km such that 
-m/3 6 arg(z - IX~)~ < ma 
for i#jand ZEC~D. Then 
-m(k-l)/?<arg[(z-cr,,). ... .(z-~l~,~,)]“‘<n~(k-1)~ (5.5) 
for all (k-l)-combinations (/A~, . .. . pk-,) of (1, . . . . n)\(j). Since we 
already saw that the arguments of the terms in (5.2) lie in an interval of 
length less than n/k, (5.5), together with a + /I < n/km, shows that all 
summands in (5.1) lie strictly to one side of a straight line through the 
origin. Hence Lim’(P) # 0 if z E C, and the proof is complete. 
The previous two results will now be used to determine a uniform lower 
bound on the positive imaginary parts of the zeros of Lim)(P). 
PR~P~SITION 5.3. Let P(z) = (z - aI) . . . . . (z-a,) with - 1 < a1 -c 
CQ< ..-<cr,<l,andd=min{aj+,-aiIj=l ,..., n-l}. ThenLim)(P),for 
k > 1 and even m 2 2, has no zeros in the strip 
(ImzI <dLsin 
2km 
Proof: The case k= 1, m = 2 was proved in [2, Theorem 2.5) in a 
slightly sharper form; see the introduction to this section. In the remaining 
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cases we find a strip about the real axis that is covered by the regions D,,j 
of Proposition 5.1 and the disks of Proposition 5.2. By symmetry it suffices 
to consider the upper half plane. Fix some j, 1 <j < n - 1. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that aj = 0. Then the upper boundary of D,, j has 
its maximum at 
1 
-aj+l+ifaj+r [cosec(n/m)-cot(7C/m)] 
2 
1 
=-aj+l 1 +il iizL;$)], 
2 [ 
which means that the straight line 
1 - cos (?r/m) 
‘= sin(n/m) x 
(2=x+@) 
lies inside D,,j for 0 < x < d/2 < aj+ 1 /2; note that this line is independent 
of aj+l. We substitute it into the equation x2 + y* = (nd/2km)* of the circle 
of Proposition 5.2, to obtain 
this proves the result for a, 6 x < a,. To complete the proof, we note that 
by Proposition 3.1 the zeros of Lhm’(P) in the upper half plane lie “to the 
left” of the line x-an =y cot(rc/m) (z =x + iy), which cuts the circle 
(x-a,)* + y* = (nd/2km)* (from Proposition 5.2) at 
nd sin(n/m) 
Y=Ucmsin(x/~)+cos(n/~) 
nd . n 2 cos( 7c/2m) nd . n 
=2km ‘ln G sin(+) + cos(7r/m)’ 2km ‘m 2m’ 
The last inequality follows from the facts that sin(+z) + cos(n/m)< $ 
and cos(n/%m) > cos(rr/4) = l/J?. The same is true, by symmetry, for the 
zeros with Re(z) < a,. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
6. DETERMINANT REPRESENTATIONS 
As mentioned in the introduction, the operator 
wyx) = -L’:‘(P* x) 7 
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was extensively studed in [2-4]. It is clear from (1.4) that we may write 
WP(x) = P(x) P’(x) . 
p’(x) P”(X) ’ (6.1) 
this representation gave rise to the term “Wronskian of a polynomial.” 
In an attempt to generalize this operator to 3 x 3 determinants, it 
appears natural to consider 
P(x) P’(x) P”(x) 
VP(x) = P’(x) P”(x) P”‘(X) 
P”(x) P”(x) P’Y(x) 
Unfortunately, there are no analogues to any of the important properties 
of W, as for instance those in Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. However, it is 
interesting to note the following identity which is easy to verify: 
W( WP(x)) = P(x) VP(x). (6.2) 
As an immediate consequence we get the following bounds on the zeros of 
VP(x). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. (a) If all the zeros of P(x) are real and lie in [ - 1, 11, 
then the zeros of VP(x) lie inside or on the circle of radius fi centered at 
the origin. 
(b) Zf the zeros of P(x) lie inside or on the unit circle then the zeros 
of VP(x) lie inside or on the circle of radius 2 centered at the origin. 
Proof: Both parts follow from (6.2); (a) by first using Propostion 3.1 
and then Proposition 3.2 (with m = 2), and (b) by applying Proposition 3.2 
twice (again with m = 2). 
Remark. In specific cases we can do better than this by applying the 
principle that underlies Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Consider for example the 
Chebyshev polynomials T,(z). In [3] it was shown that the zeros of 
WT,(z) lie inside the ellipse 
($--+(;-=I (z=x+iy), 
where 
&=i logn-iloglogn+ 1 
( ) 
, B,=(l +A;)“? 
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It is well known that the set of all points at which the ellipse E with semi- 
axes A and B subtends a right angle is a circle with the same center as E 
and radius Jm (this is the “director circle”; see, e.g., [S, p. 211). 
Hence from the above we find that the zeros of VT,,(z) are in fact inside 
a circle of radius 
(1 + 2n -2(log(en))2)“? 
We have been unable to find generalizations of (6.2) to determinants of 
higher order. 
The following different generalization of the operator W turns out to be 
more useful. We note that 
WP(z) = (P(z))’ $ log P(z). 
For m > 1 we define now 
1 
wmp(z)=(m-l)! ~ (P(z))” -$ log P(z). (6.3) 
In particular, we have W,P(z) = WP(z) and W, P(z) = P’(z). We are now 
going to derive some basic properties of W,,,. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let P, Q be polynomials, and m 2 1. Then 
(4 W,+, P(z) = A P(z) $ w, P(z) - P’(z) w, P(z); 
(b) W,(PQ)=PmW,Q+Qm,P; 
(c) W,(z-a)=(-1l)m+‘. 
Proof: We get (a) by differentiating both sides of (6.3). Part (b) follows 
directly from (6.3). Part (c) is proved by induction. It certainly holds for 
m = 1. We assume it is true for m; then by (a) we have W,, 1 (z -cx) = 
(-1)“+2, and we are done. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Zf P(z) = (z - a,) . . +. . (z - c1,), then 
W*P(z)= -(-P(z))” f l 
j=l (Z-Ej)m' 
and consequently 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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ProojI Equation (6.4) follows by repeatedly applying Lemma 6.2(b), 
(c). Equation (6.5) is immediate from (6.4) and (2.5). 
Finally we establish a determinant representation for W,, generalizing 
(6.1). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. For integers m B 0 we have 
W ,+rP(z)=ydet(a,), i,j=O, 1, . . . . m, 
where 
m-j 
aii= 
( 1 i+ 1 -j 
pG+ I-+), i = 0, . . . . m - 1, 
and 
ami = p’” + 1 -“(z). 
Proof. We note that W,,,P is uniquely characterized by (6.4), and this 
was a consequence of Lemma 6.2(b), (c). Hence we are done if we can 
show that the determinant representation satisfies both (b) and (c) of 
Lemma 6.2. For P(z) = z-a, the determinant has only zero entries below 
the main diagonal, and the diagonal elements are m, m - 1, . . . . 2, 1, 1. 
Hence m! is cancelled, and (c). holds. So it suffices to verify (b). This is 
done by using elementary row and column operations. We omit the details. 
EXAMPLES. 
w,p=; 
2P’ P 0 
P” P’ P 
p” P” P’ 
3 W,P=$ 
3P’ P 0 0 
3P” 2P’ P 0 
p” P” P’ P 
PfV pm p” p’ 
Note that for all m the determinant for W,,, P can be obtained from that for 
W m + I P by deleting the first row and the first column. See also the example 
after Proposition 2.6. 
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